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and Russian as well They spoke different languages and they had different customs.
Some had no tradition of self-government; others were fiercely proud or jealous of rule
by others.
When it was finally decided that they should all learn the same language and the
same principles of republican government, a question arose as to how this was to be
done. The republican answer was that it could best be done by a common school,
taught in English, which all the children of all the people could attend together. Thus,
they would learn how to live together, even though some people were poor and some
rich, some had good manners while others were coarse and rude. It was decided that
they must all be educated in this way if free government was to endure. The entire
community had to give financial support, because if there are weak spots anywhere,
the whole community of freedom would be weakened. So it was decided that the
common schools must be supported by taxes paid by all.
A second question was who would control these schools. The only institution of
a free society which serves everyone equally and is responsible to everyone is the
government. Therefore the government should control the common schools. In order
to keep the schools close to the people, the local governments, or if need be the state
governments rather than the national government, should control the schools. In order
to prevent the schools from being subject to political and partisan prejudice, a series of
local boards of education separate from the usual executive, legislative, and judicial
branches of government were established. These school boards, elected directly by the
people, constituted a "fourth branch of government." They exerted direct control
over local education under the general authority of the state governments, subject to
the guarantees of equality .and freedom laid down in the United States Constitution.
Under the First Amendment to the Constitution all Americans, each different
religious group, had the freedom to establish their own schools. The choice for each
American was whether the education that supports a free society should be conducted
in separate schools in which religion provides the fundamental framework for all
studies, or in common schools devoted primarily to the whole range of free institu-
tions in America. If the citizens had decided the first way, the children would have
been divided into separate schools for their entire education, with the division being
along religious lines. The second choice provided that children would attend the same
public school together for their common education, being separated only for their
religious education, which would be conducted by the home, the church, or the
synagogue. This was the classic decision between a disjunctive system and an integra-
tive system.
In the century of republican education, most Americans eventually chose the
common school, controlled and supported in common, and embracing a supposedly
nonsectarian religious outlook. Their primary concern was to design a universal, free,
comprehensive system of public schools that would promote modem republican
institutions. For the first 100 years of the republic, the need for creating the common
bonds and loyalties of nation building was paramount. Less attention was given to the
claims of diversity, pluralism, or difference. This came later when the Union had been
established, made secure against internal opposition, defended against outside invaders,
and preserved despite a war between the states themselves.

